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If you were a grasshopper in recently burnt Top End savannah habitat, what colour would you choose to be? Black? So would
this fine specimen, a Gumleaf Grasshopper nymph (Goniaea sp.), snapped by Anne Highfield on the Marrakai Road field trip in
July. But no black Gumleaf Grasshoppers appear to be known from the Top End, so the species remains a mystery.
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Club activities
August meeting. Wednesday August 8, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.14 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Craig Reid (former Grampians NP Ranger)

Victorian Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby Recovery Project
Practical experiences (good and bad) in threatened species management
In the late 1980’s and early 90’s it was estimated
that the total number of Brush‐tailed Rock‐wallabies
(Petrogale penicillata) remaining in the wild in
Victoria was as low as 20 to 30 individuals. There
were only two known extant populations – one in
the upper Snowy River area in East Gippsland and
the other in the Grampians NP in Western Victoria.
Brush‐tailed Rock‐wallabies (BTRW) weigh in at
about 6 to 8 kg and are incredibly agile and sure‐
footed inhabitants of gorges and cliffs that have rock
boulder complexes that they use as places of refuge.
Once widespread through suitable habitat in south‐
eastern Australia, populations are now fragmented
in pockets of southern Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria. Their decline has been
attributed to a combination of factors including
hunting for fur, predation by foxes, loss of habitat,
competition for food and shelter, changed fire
regimes and disease.
Captive breeding programs were established to
assist with the recovery of this species and saw the

Above: Brush‐tailed Rock‐wallaby – this photograph,
taken by a remote camera in the early ‘90’s, was the
first confirmed sighting for ten years in the Grampians
NP. Photo: Craig Reid
Above right: Cross‐fostered Brush‐tailed Rock‐wallaby
young. Photo: Steffen Schultz

pioneering of ‘cross‐fostering’ techniques that
involved the transferring of BTRW pouch young into

the pouches of surrogate mothers – often Tamar
Wallabies. With the surrogate mother taking on the
job of raising the young, the captive BTRW female
would produce another young. Using this technique,
it is has been possible for a BTRW female to produce
up to six young a year, thus greatly increasing
captive numbers which has enabled the release of
groups back into the wild.
Through the 1990’s I was a Ranger in the Grampians
National Park and involved in the monitoring and
management of the Grampians BTRW population. I
was also involved in the Victorian BTRW Recovery
Team from its foundation and through its first ten
years. It is from this “tradesman’s”, or practical
perspective, that I will share my experience of the
management of this critically endangered species
(nothing will be statistically significant). However, I
would hope to give you a sense of how fascinating
and frustrating this project was (and I’m sure,
continues to be).

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

September 12 meeting: Michael Hammer ‐ Freshwater fish from Fish River to Wongalara
September 16 field trip: TBA
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Club activities
August field trip. Sunday August 19 (please note the date ‐ it's not the usual field trip date) ,
6.30am at corner of McMillans Road and Vanderlin Drive.
Small Mammal Trapping & Survey at CSIRO Berrimah and a Brachychiton experiment
The Biodiversity Unit of NRETAS has been conducting an annual trapping and survey of the small mammals on
CSIRO's bushland property at Berrimah. This year traps will be setup on the evening of Friday 17 August and then
baited on that and the following two evenings. The traps are checked at sunrise on the mornings after. Captured
specimens will be identified, weighed, measured, sexed and set free.
Members of NTFNC have been invited to participate in checking the traps on the morning of Sunday 19 August.
Stuart Young will give us a brief on the project after which we will split up to check the traps. Expect to find
bandicoots, possums, tree rats and other small mammals. It is anticipated this will conclude around 9am.
We will then meet Trish Bate, who with fellow club member Don Franklin has been conducting an experiment on
Red‐flowered Kurrajong (Brachychiton megaphyllus) on a plot on this site to evaluate the cues and drivers and
ecological significance of seasonal patterns of leaf shed, leaf shoot, flowering and fruiting. Trish will explain the
purpose of the experiment and then take us on a tour of the Brachychitons being surveyed.
Also on the morning we will have an opportunity to view a section of the CSIRO bushland that has remained
unburnt for over twenty years. There is a striking difference in the appearance of the vegetation in this area
compared to much of the Top End's regularly burnt landscape.
The CSIRO property is on the corner of McMillans Road and Vanderlin Drive, diagonally opposite Crocodylus Park.
Entry is via Vanderlin Drive, approximately 300m south of the roundabout. Meet at the gate at approximately
6.30am (time to be confirmed ‐ contact Tissa on 8921 8226 or check the club website closer to the date
https://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/meetings‐outings). Don't be late, the security gate will close after
we enter.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Notice of the NTFNC’s Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of The NT Field Naturalists Club Inc. will be held at 7.45pm on Wednesday 12
September in Room Blue 1.14 (Business Bldg.), Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University. Issues to be
considered include:

a Special Resolution to amend the Club's constitution, as shown below*

President's report

the audited accounts for 2011‐12 and Treasurer’s report. Audited accounts will be available from John
Rawsthorne (treasurer.ntfnc@gmail.com ) from 29th August onwards

election of Office Bearers and Management Committee for 2012‐2013 (a nomination form will be
included in the September newsletter)
*The NT Field Naturalists Club Inc.'s constitution has no provision for the Club to recognise a member’s
outstanding contribution to Club activities and furthering its objectives. The Club's Executive Committee
recommends this be rectified by amending the constitution to add a fourth category of membership – that of
honorary life membership. A copy of the current Constitution can be obtained by contacting Tissa on phone
08 8921 8226 or email tissa@imprintdesign.com.au
The following Special Resolution will be proposed at the AGM:
That the constitution of the NT Field Naturalists Club Inc. be amended as follows:
Replacement of current Section:
4.2 The categories of membership shall be: (a) single; (b) family and (c) institutional.
with the following Sections:
4.2 The categories of membership shall be: (a) single; (b) family; (c) institutional and (d) honorary life.
4.2A The Executive Committee may decide to confer honorary life membership on a Club member
considered to have made an outstanding contribution to furthering the objectives of the Club.
Nature Territory, August 2012
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Club notices
Thank you: the previous issue was printed by Stuart Young, and collated and mailed by Anne Highfield. It was
printed using equipment kindly made available by Collections, Biodiversity and Biological Parks from the
Department of Natural Resources, Environment, the Arts & Sport.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Final notice for membership renewals
If you have not renewed your membership for the 2012/13 financial year, this is the last copy of the newsletter
you will receive. If you are in this category and:

receive the newsletter by email, your newsletter will have been accompanied by a final notice

receive the newsletter by mail, your subscription expiry date will be highlighted below your address.
We value your membership; please renew promptly so you may remain up‐to‐date with club activities.
EFT payment can be arranged by contacting John Rawsthorne at treasurer.ntfnc@gmail.com
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Tissa at
tissa@imprintdesign.com.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8921 8226.
Deadline for the September newsletter: Wednesday 22 August.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web‐site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: at the medical clinic of Dr. Lyn Reid in the Rapid Creek Business Village. This can be
accessed directly between 9 AM and 2:30 PM Tuesday to Thursday, and 4–6 PM on Tuesday, or indirectly by
phoning Lyn at work on 8985 3250.
Journals: in the office of Stuart Young at the Biodiversity Unit at Berrimah. These can be accessed by ringing
Stuart on 8995 5026 (w).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal, the Northern Territory
Naturalist, is now calling for manuscripts for issue no. 24. The journal publishes works
concerning any aspect of the natural history and ecology of the Northern Territory or
adjacent northern Australia, and may include Reviews, Research Articles, Short Notes,
Species Profiles and Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer‐reviewed journal (ISSN 0155‐
4093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web‐site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
michael.braby@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Michael Braby, Lynda Prior and
Anke Frank. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as photocopies only, and
several recent issues are out‐of‐print but individual papers are available as pdfs. The journal page of the Club’s
web‐site has an order form for back issues. Free pdfs of papers from issue 18 (2005) onwards are available from
the authors or by contacting Lou Elliott, email louis.elliott@nt.gov.au.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM).
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
Meeting ‐ August 16: TBA
Field trip ‐ August 4‐5th ‐ Open Garden & TENPS plant sale at Jasmine Jan's (Lambells Lagoon) and proposed
official launch of the enhanced 'Wildflowers of the Darwin Region' website at the Open Garden at Jasmine Jan's.
Nature Territory, August 2012
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Mammal decline in the Top End
Report on Dr Anke Frank’s July meeting presentation
German‐born Anke Frank came to Australia a few years
ago to study the ecology of mammals, first to investigate
the arid zone fauna for her PhD and then more recently
the tropics where she is currently doing postdoctoral
research with the University of Tasmania. Anke gave a
fascinating, informative and well‐organised talk. She first
provided a broad overview of small mammal declines and
extinctions in Australia, which was followed by possible
impacts of cats on mammals
(and reptiles), and then
concluded with some novel
ideas for future research,
management and education.

Michael Braby

been the establishment of two large enclosures to assess
the effect of feral cats on the Pale Field Rat. Each
enclosure has a section in which cats are excluded and a
section in which cats have access (they can enter and
leave as they please). The rats were bred in captivity at
the Territory Wildlife Park and then released with radio
tracking devices into each treatment at Wongalara. Anke
presented some preliminary results that suggest that feral
cats have a negative impact
on abundance. Other areas
of inquiry are to learn more
about feral cat ecology – how
do they interact with dingos,
what are their movement
patterns, can they be
monitored using camera
surveillance etc? Feral cats
are cunning animals and
present some of the most
challenging problems to
study for the field ecologist.

It may come as a bit of a shock
to most people, but Australian
mammals are not doing well,
especially the small to medium
sized species. To be blunt, we
have the worst record of
mammal extinction in the
world with 23 species gone
One might feel an element of
forever! The arid zone has
despair that the problem
been the hardest hit, with one
Juvenile Pale Field Rat (Rattus tunneyi), captively bred
facing small mammals in
third of the extinct species and
at the TWP (Photo by Damien Stanioch)
northern Australia is too
more than half of the extant
complex and overwhelming. For the last part of her talk,
species currently listed as endangered coming from that
Anke turned to the future about what can be done.
region. The decline in central Australia has been
Clearly there is no magic silver bullet, and the solutions
attributed to a range of factors, including introduced
will involve practical management at local scales (e.g.
predators (foxes, cats) and farming of cattle, which
destocking properties such as Wongalara to reduce
compete for food, destroy refuge habitats that are critical
grazing impacts) combined with novel approaches and
during poor years, and destroy underground burrows
through soil compaction.
further research. One area that has not been well
investigated is the effect of diseases, which may actually
The tropical savannas of northern Australia support a
be more significant than feral cats. For example, the
different small mammal fauna. Up until about 15‐20 years
Toxoplasma virus, which was introduced by cats, may
ago, everything appeared fine. But recent scientific
make mammals more susceptible to predation, but it is
research, extensive long term monitoring and indigenous
not known if the disease has been transferred to small
knowledge indicate that all is not well. Since 1996, there
mammals. Other ideas explored included the training of
have been dramatic declines, range contractions and local
wildlife detection dogs to find feral cats (as well as native
extirpations in several species, such as the Brush‐tailed
mammals), and putting more resources into the
Rabbit Rat, Northern Quoll and Pale Field Rat, which were
identification, protection and management of refuge
once very abundant. The cause of decline is not fully
areas that support populations of threatened mammal
understood, but is believed to be the result and
species. Education and community engagement was
interaction of several factors, including change in fire
another area that Anke touched on, noting that most
frequency (especially too high frequency), introduction of
people are completely ignorant of the scale of the
introduced predators (such as feral cats), effects of
problem.
grazing by cattle, transmission of disease (e.g. by Black
The last part of the talk reminded me about what
Rats) and, for some species, the introduction of cane
happened to the chocolate Easter Bilby? During the 1990s
toads (which are highly poisonous).
it was a powerful tool for promoting nature conservation
The impact of feral cats on small mammal decline in the
and increasing public awareness, but we seem to have
Top End is poorly known, and this is the main line of
gone back to our pet rabbits as a source of Easter
research currently being undertaken by Anke. Her
confectionary! Let’s hope we can reverse that.
experimental field studies are based at Wongalara
Thank you Anke for giving us an inspiring, well‐illustrated
Wildlife Sanctuary, a large property managed by the
and thought‐provoking talk, and for being so courageous!
Australian Wildlife Conservancy situated to the south of
Arnhem Land. An interesting and novel experiment has
Nature Territory, August 2012
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Marrakai Road (Stuart Highway end)
Trip report on our club excursion to Marrakai Road
th

On Sunday, 15 July a group of 14 people had an
enjoyable day looking at the fauna along Marrakai Road.
We left Darwin at 7am and travelled 75km down the
Stuart Highway, just passing Manton Dam Recreation area
to the Marrakai Rd turnoff. We drove through quite a bit
of fog that morning,
making us
appreciate the
wonderful dry
season weather the
Top End is
experiencing this
year.

By Magen Pettit

whether it was a known species that had turned black to
match the burnt surrounds or was it a new species. As
nymphs can look very different to adults, it was caught
with the hope of rearing it through to maturity for making
a positive identification.

We also heard,
and then sighted
an interesting
bird in the
distance perched
on a branch of a
dead tree in the
open woodland.
It was identified
Marrakai Rd runs
as a male Pallid
between the
Cuckoo. As I have
Arnhem and Stuart
discovered in
Highways. The road
bird watching,
is unsealed and
cuckoos are
features several
more commonly
river crossings, and
heard than seen,
a 4WD vehicle is
but this
recommended.
individual was
When I was
"Field nutters" at the start of our Marrakai Road adventure, finding goodies
quite happy
younger, I travelled
before we even started! Note the morning mist. Photo Tissa Ratnayeke
calling and gave
along the track on
us enough time to have a good look at him. A great bird to
numerous occasions with my parents who loved to go
fishing in the Adelaide and Margaret Rivers. While big
have seen considering we had only driven about a
barra and cherabin (freshwater prawn) can still be caught
kilometre along the road!
there, Marrakai Rd has become known as a popular
We hopped back into our vehicles to drive a little distance
destination for bird watching.
and stopped at a monsoon thicket, where we heard Red‐
collared Lorikeet, Varied Lorikeet, Red‐tailed Black‐
This months’ fieldtrip was led by John Rawsthorne, who
Cockatoo and Torresian Crow fly overhead. We also saw
described the range of habitats along Marrakai Rd “from
savanna woodland to monsoon thicket to grassy
the glimpse of a male Leaden Flycatcher which flew
floodplain to billabong and riparian vegetation”. We
swiftly by, as well as a Varied Lorikeet being closely
arrived at the turnoff about an hour after leaving Darwin
pursued by an Australian Hobby. Graham was busy
to discover an entirely black grasshopper had been
swinging his butterfly net around where amongst other
insects he captured a Net‐winged Green Mantid
spotted. It was identified as a nymph of a Gumleaf
(Neomantis australis) whose large, flat wings resembled a
Grasshopper (Goniaea sp.) however no one had
previously seen one that colour. Discussion ensued as to
leaf.

A Brown Falcon lazes through the shot on the Marrakai Rd. Photo Laurie Barrand
Nature Territory, August 2012
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over open country to swoop down on their prey (usually
small mammals, lizards or large insects). In the far
distance, those people with binoculars saw perhaps one
thousand small black dots moving erratically in the sky.
The large flocks of birds were woodswallows, as we could
clearly hear their calls when carried by the wind from
time to time. John believes they were predominately
Masked w/s with the possibility of White‐browed w/s
present as well.
Just before the first Adelaide River crossing, we reached
two billabongs on the right hand side of the road. At the
first billabong, we saw a dark morph of a Brown Falcon
sitting in a dead branch along with a few Whistling Kites,
Intermediate Egret, Australian Darter and Black‐necked
Stork. At the second billabong, John spotted a Freshwater
crocodile and a Forest Kingfisher was seen nearby.

Above: Yellow flowers of the Kapok Bush (Photo Laurie
Barrand); below: a sub‐adult Nankeen Night‐heron (photo
Tissa Ratnayeke); right: Calytrix and Kapok blossoms with
the Adelaide River floodplain in the distance (Photo Anne
Highfield)
We continued hopping in and out of the car to stop at
various habitats to explore. We walked up a rocky slope
scattered with lovely yellow flowers from the leafless
Kapok Bush (Cochlospermum fraseri). My eight year old
daughter, Elisha yelled out to me that she had found
“some silver ants”, which after having a look at them,
were identified as Polyrhachis sp. Commonly called ‘spiny
ants’ they are ornamented with protective spines and
their silver appearance is due to the numerous long,
coarse hairs on their abdomen. Such features are better
seen with the use of a microscope.

From the billabongs, we took a short walk to the Adelaide
River crossing. There were numerous birds fluttering
around in the flowering Melaleuca trees, such as Brown
Honeyeater, Banded Honeyeater and Lemon‐bellied
Flycatcher. Down by the river bank, Elisha & I tried to lure
antlion larvae by placing small ants and spiders into their
sandy pit traps. Antlions belong to the order Neuroptera,
and the larvae are ferocious‐looking creatures with a
round body and a slender mobile “neck” with a large,
square, flattened head which bears an enormous pair of
jaws. They settle at the bottom of the pit, buried in sand
with only the jaws projecting above the surface to seize
its prey. The adult form, however, are quite different in
appearance with two pairs of long, narrow wings that
resemble damselflies.

Further down the road, we stopped to look at the west
side of the Adelaide River floodplain where there was an
abundance of raptors. These included Whistling Kite,
Black Kite, Brown Falcon and approximately ten Nankeen
Kestrels flying in the thermals. We also had good views of
the kestrels demonstrating their typical hunting
behaviour, which is hovering at a height of around 10–20m
After the novelty of antlions wore off, we followed the
river a short way and saw a Merton’s Water monitor.
Here we also sighted Little Bronze‐Cuckoo, Leaden
Flycatcher, Willie Wagtail, Brown Goshawk and a pair of
Pheasant Coucals. Whilst walking, Elisha kicked up the leaf
litter and spotted a medium sized wolf spider.
We had lunch under the shade at the first Adelaide River
crossing, approximately 20km along Marrakai Rd. We
were entertained by Green‐backed Gerygones , Northern
Fantail and Rainbow Bee‐eater flying in and out of the
foliage and a Nankeen Night Heron was standing on rocks
in the middle of the crossing, patiently waiting to catch its
lunch as the water cascaded past. Bird sightings for
Nature Territory, August 2012
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the day totalled of 48 species plus about ten
butterfly species, including Orange Lacewing,
Dingy Bush Brown, Common Crow, Chocolate
Argus, Spotted Rustic, Small Blue, Grass Dart,
Grass Yellow and Glasswing.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the outing and we
would like to thank John and Tissa for organising
the fieldtrip.

Left: a highlight of the Marrakai Rd outing, in a
post‐cane toad world – A Merton’s Water
Monitor. Photo Tissa Ratnayeke

Winter shorebird count in Darwin, July 2012
Amanda Lilleyman
Each year shorebird counts are conducted in summer and winter to collect information on species and abundances across
Australia. Collecting this kind of data is interesting because shorebird numbers vary annually as some birds remain in
Australia during their breeding season, our winter/dry. We also count resident shorebirds and other waterbirds as part of the
survey.
Armed with scopes and binoculars, groups of shorebird enthusiasts
counted all of the shorebirds at various sites in northern Darwin as
part of the winter count. Not surprisingly, there were reports of low
numbers of species at many sites. Of note, were the high
abundances and diversity of shorebirds at Lee Point. I emphasise
this because these records have been consistent over the years. It
truly is such an important beach for shorebirds and waterbirds. We
counted nearly 300 Great Knot, over 500 Greater Sand Plover, and
lower numbers of many other species.
Nightcliff rocks produced Pacific Golden Plover, Whimbrel, Grey‐
tailed Tattler, and others; sadly, these birds were disturbed by a
passing boat. Likewise, counters from Sandy Creek reported a lot of
disturbance to birds, including from humans, humans with dogs,
and from boats. However there were not many birds reported for
Sandy Creek – maybe there was too much disturbance there and
birds had moved on from Sandy Creek to the Lee Point roost. What
will be the future of Lee Point as a shorebird roost?
There were a couple of Ruddy Turnstone, Beach Stone‐curlew,
Masked Lapwing and some Silver Gulls at East Point. Spot On
Marine was by far the quietest site with only 5 Australian White
Ibis. Leanyer Sewage Ponds had a lone Common Greenshank and
80 Black‐winged Stilts as one of the ponds had been drained. There
were many species of duck at the ponds with over 200 Hardhead,
Pacific Black Duck, Grey Teal, Wandering Whistling Duck, Radjah
Shelduck and the lone Australian Shelduck.

Gerry Van Wees and Luke Paterson look the part.
Photo Kit Edwards

Thank you to everyone that came along and counted, even if there were only a few birds, it is still important information to
pass on to Shorebirds 2020.
The summer count will be held in January or February and we will need more counters as I would like to expand the count to
include Tree Point/Shoal Bay and Darwin Harbour. For these sites we will need a boat and an experienced boat driver. Please
stay tuned for details on the summer count closer to the date. If you are interested in counting shorebirds you are welcome
to join me as I conduct monthly counts at Lee Point. Please contact me: amanda.lilleyman@students.cdu.edu.au

Nature Territory, August 2012
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Limmen NP – Will and Trish’s Excellent Adventure
Will Duiker
Club members Trish Bate and Will Duiker spent a couple of weeks this June in Limmen just prior to it being
recognised as a National Park. The park is situated off the SE corner of the Gulf of Carpentaria. It stretches south
from the Roper River for more than 200km almost to the
strangely named inland settlement of Cape Crawford. A
large area on the west side has been excluded from the
final boundary, presumably for Western Desert Resources
and their Iron Ore proposal.
The park includes a section of coastline on the Gulf which
we did not visit because we did not take a tinnie: access
seems to be by boat along the rivers. Several large rivers
transect the park including the Towns River, and the
Limmen Bight River, and a high clearance 4WD is necessary
at the crossings, especially early in the dry season.
These rivers attract fisherfolk who use numerous unofficial
campsites on the Roper and organised campsites on the
Towns and Limmen Bight, and commercial fishing camps.
The park appears to carry a high number of feral animals:
we saw water buffalo and pigs, and a large number of
cattle, which make a mess around many waterholes.
Recent and continuing burning also discoloured the
landscape.
Our primary focus was on finding places to watch birds,
and safe places to swim such as Butterfly Springs. Birds are
plentiful and even without approaching the coast we
counted 73 species including a few that I had not
encountered before such as the Yellow Tinted and Banded
Honeyeaters as well as a good look at Gouldian finches and
Sarus Cranes at one of the small waterholes. Everywhere we stopped for a cuppa or camp, there were birds.
Wherever there was burning the raptors were active including hundreds of Brown Falcons.
One added bonus is the
neighbouring station,
Lorella Springs, which has
a large campground with
facilities plus tracks
throughout allowing access
to many springs – some of
which are thermal ‐ and
they also had better
control of their cattle with
many of the Billabongs and
springs fenced off.
Ed: The (proposed) Limmen
National Park, and the
associated conflicts and
difficulties, was described to
the club by Stuart Blanch last
year. This looks set to be
another jewel in NT’s nature
crown, and well worth a visit.
Nature Territory, August 2012

Top: Trish Bate is dwarfed by sandstone pillars at the Lost City. Above: Sarus Cranes in
Limmen National Park – an unusual sight within NT. Photos: Will Duiker
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Interesting bird sightings
28 June to 24 July 2012
Compiled by Micha Jackson and Peter Kyne
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds
forum (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern
Territory (http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC
world checklist.
Species

Date

Location

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Australian Shelduck
Great‐Billed Heron
Chestnut Rail
Eastern Curlew
Birds Of Prey
Black‐Shouldered Kite
Little Eagle
Wedge‐tailed Eagle
Spotted Harrier
Red Goshawk
Grey Goshawk
Grey Goshawk
Black Falcon
Grey Falcon

9/7/12
4/7/12
9/7/12
22/7/12
29/6/12
1/7/12
1/7/12
3/7/12
6/7/12
4/7/12
7/7/12
10//7/12
21/7/12

Other Non‐Passerines
Budgerigar

29/6/12

Leanyer STP
Daly River region
Stoddart Dr, Darwin
Buffalo Creek

Bas Hensen, Micha Jackson,
Clive Garland
Peter Kyne
Tom Wilson
Bas Hensen

Most likely same individual; male
1 and subsequent sighting 9 July
1
43

McMillans Rd, Darwin Dominic Funnell
1 and subsequent sightings
near Dundee Downs
Gerry Van Wees & Luke Paterson
1
near Darwin airport
John Rawsthorne
1
Daly River region
Pete Kyne
1
Mataranka Cabins
John Rogers
1 at nest site
Daly River region
Peter Kyne
1 white morph
Tiwi, Darwin
Ian Hance
1 at bird bath
Marrakai Rd nr Adelaide R
Jodie Williams
1
1, & 1 10km N Alice Springs, Jean &
Max Arney, Greg Hunt, Philip Jackson,
Alice Springs STP
Frank Mitchell, Russell Thomson
Paul Newman
near Chainman Creek
b/w Katherine River
and Victoria Hwy
Marrakai Road
Tiwi, Darwin
Marrakai Road

Marc Gardner

40+

Australian Bustard
29/6/12
Marc Gardner
Red‐chested Buttonquail
30/6/12
Magen Pettit
Rufous Owl
7/7/12
Ian Hance
Pallid Cuckoo
15/7/12
John Rawsthorne
Passerines
White‐browed W/swallow
29/6/12
near Chainman Creek Marc Gardner
White‐browed W/swallow
4/7/12
Gunlom, Kakadu NP
Tom Wilson
1/7/12
near Dundee Downs
Gerry Van Wees & Luke Paterson
Singing Honeyeater
Cicadabird
21/7/12
Darwin hospital
Bas Hensen

10+
1
1 calling
1 heard then seen
40+ mixed flock with Masked WS
20+ with Masked WS
4 feeding on flowering grevilleas
1 female

Leanyer Ponds:
Access to Leanyer Ponds is generally available after induction
through PAWC. Go to
https://www.rapidinduct.com.au/powerwater/waterservices to
commence the induction process. A key to the ponds may be
obtained on payment of a $50 deposit. Only those who have
undertaken the induction and signed an indemnity can enter Leanyer
Ponds.
Leanyer Sewage Ponds will be temporarily closed to birdwatchers
from 1 May 2012 until September 2012 due to major works being
undertaken by Power and Water. This work will involve significant
mobile plant and equipment on‐site to remove accumulated sludge
in order to enhance the treatment process. Closure of the entire
lagoon site to non‐Power and Water staff will be required during this
time. Power and Water will advise when the ponds will be re‐opened
to birdwatchers possessing a permit to access the site.
Bryan Baker has keys for the Alice Springs Sewage Ponds, available
for collection in Darwin by members before they head south. Bryan
can be reached in Darwin on 8948 2196.
Nature Territory, August 2012

A splendid Red‐backed Kingfisher from
Limmen NP, photo Will Duiker
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
CONSERVATION, LAND MANAGEMENT & FIRE

Compiled by Don Franklin

Fire
Beyer S, Kinnear A, Hutley LB, McGuinness K, Gibb K. 2011. Assessing the relationship between fire and grazing on soil
characteristics and mite communities in a semi-arid savanna of northern Australia. Pedobiologia 54: 195-200.
Cook GD, Jackson S, Williams RJ. 2012. A revolution in northern Australian fire management: recognition of Indigenous
knowledge, practice and management. In Flammable Australia. Fire regimes, biodiversity and ecosystems in a
changing world, ed. RA Bradstock, AM Gill, RJ Williams, pp. 293-306. CSIRO Publishing: Collingwood.
Fensham R. 2012. Fire regimes in Australian tropical savanna: perspectives, paradigms and paradoxes. In Flammable
Australia. Fire regimes, biodiversity and ecosystems in a changing world, ed. RA Bradstock, AM Gill, RJ Williams, pp.
173-194. CSIRO Publishing: Collingwood.
Price OF, Russell-Smith J, Watt F. 2012. The influence of prescribed fire on the extent of wildfire in savanna landscapes of
western Arnhem Land, Australia. International Journal of Wildland Fire 21: 297-305.

Land management
Adams VM, Pressey RL, Stoeckl N. 2012. Estimating land and conservation management costs: The first step in designing a
stewardship program for the Northern Territory. Biological Conservation 148: 44-53. [Daly River catchment]
Ens E, Towler G. 2011. People and plants in Arnhem Land: maintaining ecological and cultural assets using Aboriginal and nonAboriginal techniques. Australasian Plant Conservation 19:14-15.
Puig CJ, Greiner R, Huchery C, Perkins I, Bowen l, Collier N, Garnett ST. 2011. Beyond cattle: potential futures of the pastoral
industry in the Northern Territory. The Rangeland Journal 33: 181-194.

Carbon accounting
Douglass L. 2011. Counting carbon (& biodiversity) out on the savanna. Decision Point 53: 8-10. [summary of Douglass et al.
2011, below]
Douglass LL, Possingham HP, Carwardine J, Klein CJ, Roxburgh SH, Russell-Smith J, Wilson KA. 2011. The effect of carbon
credits on savanna land management and priorities for biodiversity conservation. PLoS ONE 6: e23843.
Grover SPP, Livesley SJ, Hutley LB, Jamali H, Fest B, Beringer J, Butterbach-Bahl K, Arndt SK. 2012. Land use change and
the impact on greenhouse gas exchange in north Australian savanna soils. Biogeosciences 9: 423-437.
Richards AE, Cook GD, Lynch BT. 2011. Optimal fire regimes for soil carbon storage in tropical savannas of Northern Australia.
Ecosystems 14: 503-518.

Conservation – general
Hermoso V, Kennard MJ. 2012. Uncertainty in coarse conservation assessments hinders the efficient achievement of
conservation goals. Biological Conservation 147: 52-59.
Hermoso V, Kennard MJ, Linke S. 2012. Integrating multidirectional connectivity requirements in systematic conservation
planning for freshwater systems. Diversity and Distributions 18: 448-458.
Laurance WF, Dell B, Turton SM, Lawes MJ, Hutley LB, McCallum H, Dale P, Bird M, Hardy G, Prideaux G, Gawne B,
McMahon CR, Yuh R, Hero J-M, Schwarzkopf L, Krockenberger A, Douglas M, Silvesterk E, Mahony M, Vella K,
Saikia U, Wahren C-H, Xu Z, Smith B, Cocklin C. 2011. The 10 Australian ecosystems most vulnerable to tipping
points. Biological Conservation 144: 1472-1480.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Fire in western Arnhem Land
The extensive fire management scheme in western Arnhem Land is yielding results, as documented by analysis of
fire scars from LANDSAT images for the twenty years from 1990 to 2009. Price et al. (2012) showed that the area
burnt by prescription early in the dry season has increased and the amount burnt unintentionally late in the dry
season has decreased – and that the relationship is almost exactly 1:1. In other words, for every hectare burnt
early, one hectare less gets burnt later on.

The cost of conservation in the Daly River catchment
How much would it cost to change “routine land management” to “the additional requirements of conservation
management on grazing properties” in the Daly River area? Adams et al. (2012) estimated the cost “at an average
of $1.99 per ha. We conclude that, if the most cost‐effective properties are targeted, an annual budget of $1
million would support stewardship agreements covering 90% of the catchment's area.”

Land clearing and greenhouse gas storage and emission
When vegetation is cleared, carbon is emitted. But what happens after that? Grover et al. (2012) investigated in
the Douglas‐Daly catchment. They found that, whilst wooded soils are a carbon sink, grassland soils are a carbon
source, and the difference is substantial. (Another reason why the northern savannas shouldn’t be cleared.)

Ecosystems most vulnerable
Amongst the 10 Australian ecosystems most vulnerable to tipping points – fundamental change, Laurance et al.
(2011) included tropical savannas, coastal floodplains and wetlands, and salt marshes and mangroves.
Nature Territory, August 2012
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